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Introduction and Acknowledgments 
Along the J apan Sea coast of J apan， the Pliocene transgression had widely left 
the marine deposits called the Wakimoto stage (MINATO et al.. 1965). These Pliocene 
strata distributed along the Japan Sea coast have been famous for their abundant 
occurrence of molluscan fauna called the “Oinma-Manganji Fauna". Starting from the 
southwest Hokkaido， through Akita， Niigata， Sado and Nagano districts， the Pliocene 
Wakimoto stage containing rich molluscan fauna can be traced to the Kanazawa area 
of Ishikawa Prefecture. 
In Hokuriku region inc1uding the Kanazawa， Toyama and Noto districts， the 
Pliocene marine strata (Himi formation) have a wide distribution and can be divided 
into three major types of facies in accordance with the different conditions of sedi-
mentation (KASENO， 1963， 1964). They are the Omma facies， the Yabuta facies and 
the “Natsukawa" facies. 
The writers have engaged in the study of the Pliocene strata and molluscan shells 
in Hokuriku region as a part of the investigation of the Pliocene transgression 
along the Japan Sea coast region of Japan. 
The present artic1e deals with the molluscan fauna found in the Omma formation 
around Kanazawa city， one of the most famous locality of the Pliocene marine mol・
luscs in Japan. 
The writers express their hearty thanks to Dr. K. OYAMA of the Geological 
Survey of Japan， Dr. S. OGOSE of the University of Tokyo， Dr. T. HABE of the 
National Museum of Natural History in Tokyo， and Dr. T. KURODA of the University 
of Kyoto for their kind suggestions during the present study. The writers' thanks are 
also due to the Grant in Aid for the Scientific Researches given to them from the 
Ministry of Education. 
Previous Studies on the Omma Shells 
The Pliocene Omma formation designated here has been called the “Ommか鈴"
in Japanese， and widely known among the Japanese geologists and paleontologists. It 
has been named by various 引lthorsin somewhat different ways in English usage， 
such as the Omma sandstone beds， the Omma sand beds， or the Omma formation. 
The name Omma (or Onma) has been derived from the place name， the Omma (now 
pronounced as okuwa) village situated in the left side of the River Saigawa --a 
c1assical locality of the Pliocene molluscan fossils around Kanazawa city since the 
first report by M. YOKOYAMA (1927). He published a paper on the fossil molluscan 
shells collected from several localities (okuwa， Kakuma， Tagami and Nagae etc.) 
around Kanazawa city， list up 120 species in total， and described several new and 
important species. 
Immediately after the Y OKOY AMA'S report， the geology and stratigraphy of the 
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Cenzoic formations in the vicinity of Kanazawa city was studied by K. MOCHIZUKI 
anc1 T. ONOY AMA. ONOY AMA carr匂c1out a detailed inv巴stigationof the Neogene strata 
and reportec1 the occurrencεof 125 sp巴ciesof molluscan shells from the Omma forma-
tion， inc1icating that almost al species of the Omma molluscan fauna belong to the 
forms living in colc1 water environment. T. OINOMIKADO (1934) also studiec1 the 
Omma shells anc1 distingllished thre巴fossilzones within the Omma formation in ascen-
ding orc1er as follows: (1) Anadara amicula zone， (2) Pseudamiantis tauyensis 
zone ancl (3) Turritella saishuensis zone. 
Then， Y. OTUKA (1936) founcl a rich molluscan fallna from乱1anganjivi1age， 
Kotomo幽mura，Akita Prefecture， ancl recognizecl a r巴markableresemblance between 
the Omma and Manganji fallnas. After him， the “Omma-Manganji Molluscan Fauna" 
has be巴nwiclely acceptecl among the Japanese geologists ancl paleontologists as represen慣
ting a clistinguished type of molluscan fauna inclicating the Pliocene transgression along 
the Japan Sea coast of Japan. Hereafter， HATAI ancl NISIYAMA (1939) added several 
species to the Omma molluscan fauna. 
A comprehensive work dealing with the Omma mollllscan fauna as a whole， how-
ever， has not b巴enperformec1 until recent years， except for some papers referred to 
the species belonging to Turritella， Patinotecten， Pseudamiantis， Thracia etc. The 
present writers have collectecl and examined many specimens from important loca1ities 
arollncl Kanazawa city， and preliminarily summarized them four years ago (KASENO 
et al.， 1961)， and wrote a pap巴ron the unconformable phenomena at the base of the 
Omma formation (KASENO and MATSUURA， 1964). 
Geology and Stratigraphy 
After the geologic and stratigraphic studies by K. MOCHIZUKI (1930 a， b) and T. 
ONOY AMA (1933)， the more detailed stratigraphic investigations have been performed 
by several workers since 1946， and reported by N. IKEBE (1949) ancl M. ITIHARA et 
al. (1950). Some detai1s have been adc1ec1 anc1 emenc1ed by one of the present writers 
(KASENO) anc1 N. NAKANISHI， which were summarizec1 in the sheet survey of the 
Geological Survey of Japan by 1. IMAI (1959). Further， the stratigraphic relations and 
fossil contents of the Omma formation have been examinec1 by the present writers in 
recent years UくASENOet al吋 1961;KASENO anc1乱1ATSUURA，1964). 
Thus， the Cenozoic formations in the vicinity of Kanazawa city are now stratigra-
phically c1ivic1ed into several members as briefly given in Table 1. The geologic map 
of the area around Kanazawa city is shown in Text-figure 1. 
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Table 1. Stratigraphic division of the Cenozoic formations in the ¥Ticinity 
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Geologic map in th日 vicinityof Kanazawa city， with important locaJities of Pliocene shells. Text-figure 1. 
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'lhe Omma Formation 
Stratigrathy The Omma formation around Kanazawa city usually attains 120-
150 meters in thickness， resting conformably or unconformably on the Takakubo mud回
stone member (Letest Miocene). In the notrheast areas (Tsurube and Maki) of the 
Kanazawa city， the Omma formation gradually changes from the unclerlying Takakubo 
member， the lowest bounclary of th巴 formerbeing conventionally clefin吋 bythe base 
of a pumice tuff layer (2~20 meters thick). ln the southeast areas (Choshi， Fukuro， 
Shimo-araya) along the River Asanogawa， on the contrary， the Omma form旦tion
covers unconformat】lythe Takakubo ancl lower members as cliag1'amatically shown in 
Textイigure2. In th巴 southerna1'eas Cdkuwa，お1itsukojiancl Yamashina)， the relation 
between the Omma formation ancl the Takakubo member s悦 msto be unconformable. 
The Omma form呂tionis covered unconformably by the Utatsuyama formation (Plio-
Pleistocene)， the basal conglomerate of the latter being widely recognized around 
Kanazawa city. 
Facies and Lithology The Omma formation around Kanazawa city is usually 
composed of fine to medium， partly coarse sandstone with silty insertions at places. 
ln general the grain size becomes coarser from lower to upper， sometimes granule開bear-
ing in the middle and upper horizons. Thin layers of small pebble conglomerate are 
sometimes inserted in the upper horizon， and thin basal conglome1'ate layer of 1 ~ 1.5 
meters thick is founcl in the southern area. 
The lower pa1't of the Omma fo1'mation is usually composed of bluish g1'ey fine 
sandston己withinse1'tions of on巴 01'two layers of white fine tuff. The bluish grey 
fine sandstone contains molluscan shells abundantly， appe1'ing yellowish b1'own in 
weathe1'ed po1'tions. The middle pa1't of the Omma fo1'mation is gene1'ally yellowish 
b1'own in colo1'， som巴timescontains impressions of molluscan shells， and inse1'ted with 
thin layers of grey silt. The upper part of the Omma formation is composed of coarse 
or very coarse sandstone， and partly characterized by remark乱blecross-laminations. 
The stratigraphic relations and facies as well as the stratigraphic positions of 
important locali ties of molluscan shells ar巴schematicallyshown in Text-figure 2. 
The fossil.白bearingbluish grey fine sandstone constituting the lowe1' pa1't of the 
Omma formation shows a uniform lithologic cha1'acter in al places a1'ound Kana 
Md (Median diamete1') 
So (Coefficient of so1'ting) 
8k (Skewness) 
0.1 ~ 0.2 mm. 
1.3 ~ 1.4 
0.9 ~ 1.2 
The silt f1'旦ctionof the bluish grey fine sandstone yielding molluscan shells is usually 
5~20 96. 
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Text-figure 2. Stratigraphic relation， lithology and important fossillocalities of the Omma formation 
around Kanazawa city. 
Omma formation dott巴d portion is bluish grey fine sandston巴 yieldingmolluscan fossils and 
microfossils; pt-coarse pumice tuff; tf-thin layer (10 ~ 20 cm】 offine 
tuff; numerals in circle showing the stratigraphic position of fossil locality 
correspond to those in Text-figure 1; blanc portion represents yellowish 
brown sandstone. 
Basal boundary solid line-unconformity 
broken line-conformity 
Pre-Omma formation Tm-Takakubo mudstone member; Si-Shimo-araya tuff member: 
As-Asagaya mudstone member; Na-Nanamagari tuffite member. 
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According to a rough estimation of the minera1 composition of bluish grey fine 
sandstone of the lower part of the Omma formation， the heavy minerals are usually 
poor in amount， being O. 5~ 1. 5 weight 96 in most samples. Among the light minerals， 
quartz is less abundant， and the relative abundance is: plagioclases > quartz > potash 
feldspars. Among the heavy minerals， hypersth巴ne，augite and biotite are common; 
hornblende， zircon， chlorite and muscovite are present; such opaque minerals as pyrite， 
hematite， limonite and magnetite are a1so associated with (NOHARA， 1961， MS). The 
resu1ts of mineral analyses mentioned above suggest that the supply source of the fine 
sand constituting the lower'part of the Omma formation largely depends on the acid 
or interm巴diatevolc呂nicrocks ancl pyroclastic rocks exposecl on the surface of the 
hinterlancl at that time. 
Microfossils Contained The bluish grey fine sandston巴 constitutingthe lower 
part of the Omma formation usually contains abunclant remains of small巴rforamini同
fers. CUSHMAN and OZAWA (1928) clescrib巴clsome species of P01ymorphinidae from 
the Omma formation for the first time. After them， the benthonic calcareous smaller 
foraminifers have been stucliecl by K. ASANO (1939) ancl other workers， but the cletails 
have not b巴enpublish巴das yet. Smaller foraminifers from the Omma fonnation arouncl 
Kanazawa city seem to be more than 70 species in tota1， ancl the following species are 
rather common among them Bolivina seminuda CUSHMAN， Bulimina marginata 
D'ORBIGNY， Cassidulina sublim品ataASANO ancl NAKAMURA， Cassidulina yabei ASANO 
ancl NAKAMURA， Cibicides lobatulus (WALKER ancl ]ACOB)， Dentalina setanaensis ASANO， 
Guttulinαsadoensis CUSHMAN ancl OZAWA， Hanzawaia niplうonica ASANO， Lagena 
striata (D'ORBIGNY)， Nonion japonicum ASANO， Ncnicn manpukujiense OTUKA， 
Pseudotolymorphina ishikawaensis CUSHMAN ancl OZAWA， PseudopolymoYjりhina
okuωaensis CUSHMAN ancl OZAWA， Rotalia japonica HADA， ancl Sigmoidella kα~gaensis 
CUSHMAN ancl OZAWA. 
Among the benthonIC foraminifers， calcareous forms are clominant， ancl ar巴naceous
ones are very poor. Planktonic foraminifers are rather poor in general. Other than 
foraminifers， such microfossils as ostracocls， racliolarians， cliatoms ancl pollen ancl spores 
are a1so found in the b1uish fine sandstone of the Omma formati 
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Echinarachnius tenuis YOSHIWARA， Echinarachnius tsudai MORISHITA， and Clypeasler 
virescens DODERLEIN. 
As the crustacean fossils， fragments of crabs have beεn fr問 uentlyobtained. Fur回
ther， Coronula diad抑制 (LINNE)，a species of Cirripedia attaching to the whales， has 
been frequently known. 
The occurrence of br旦chiopodshells Is rather rare in the Omma formation around 
Kanazawa city. Fragments of plant leaves are also lmown rarely， but not enough to 
generic or specific discrimination. 
Occurrence of MoUuscan SheHs 
The Iower part of the Omma formation composed of bluish grey fine sandstone 
yields molluscan fossils everywhere around Kanazawa city. Important 36 Iocalities are 
referred to in the present article， and the following 14 localities among them are 
especially investig且tedin detaiI : 
Locality 6 Hig旦shi四nagae
Locali ty 9 N agae町gohyakkokudani
Locality 12 Yuhidera 
Locality 14 匙1aki
Locali ty 16 Kakuma 
Locali ty 18 T丘gami回honmachi
Locality 20 Tachi 
Locality 22 Kaminaka 
Locality 25 Kanegaw司
Loc乱1ity27 Fukuro 
Locality 29 Shimo-araya 
Locality 31 dkuwa 
Locality 32 dkuwa 
Loca1ity 34 Y乱mashina
Important localities mentioned above and their stratigraphic positions are shown in 
Text-figure 1 and Text-figure 2. 
The fossil molluscan shells in the lower part of the Omma formation are mostly 
thanatoco己nos巴 andgregariously crowded to form a shell bed of 10-30 cm thickness 
ll1U呂uaLSome examples of the mode of occurrence of the molluscan shells are shown 
in Figs. 2~6 of PLA TE XX. 
Some shell beds are dominantly composed of detached pelecypod shells of large size， 
being usually embedded nearly horizontally in association with minor shells of pelecy-
pods and gastropods. Some shell beds are composed of one species only for example， 
conjoined valves of Glycymeris yessoensis (SOWERBY) as shown in Fig. 6 of PLATE 
XX， and， Turritella saishuensis Y OKOY AMA laid horizontally in random orientation as 














List of molluscan shells from 14 fossil localities of the Pliocene Omma formation around Kanazawa city. 2. Table 
(3) bottom (2) bathymetric range， and (1) recent geographic distribution， For each species， such ecological data as 
(5) state of preservation (4) frequeucy of occurrence and character are shown as far as possible. For 14 localities， 
are also gi ven. 
Rece凶 geographic(Iatitudinal) distribution After KURODA and HABE (1952). 
Bathymetric range N…Neritic， 
(1) 
Nz・・・MesoneriticN1…Euneritic (-20-30 m)， No..... .Intertidal， 。)
N品......Bathyneritic (100-120-200-250 m)， N3…Subneritic (50-60~100-120 m)， (20-30~50-60 m)， 
B園…..Bathyal(200-250~800-1200 m). 
m muddy. s sandy， 
In the coll1mns of 1)， 2)and 3)， ( J or ( ) indicate l1ncertain vall1巴 orestimation. 
va Very abundant， 
M Mud， S Sand， G Gravel， R Rock， Bottom character (3) 
r Rare. C Common， a Abund昌nt，Frequency of occurrence (4) 
(5) State of preservation 
o mostly conjoined valves 
tt 
01 
x mostJy broken shells 
















































































H aliotis (Euhaliotis) g忽antea
GMELIN 
Puncturella招obilisA. ADAMS E N1 360~460 390~460 
f G， S N3-4 ~41 0 350~41 0 P. jastigiata A. ADAMS 








NO-4 ~460 350~420 
P. sp. No. 2 
Collisella sp. 
Ac削aea(Niveotectu叩 ) pallida 
(GOULD) 






Machaeroρlax sp. No. 1 




























































r c r X Cocculina sp. 
r [NJ Putilla sp. 













































Turritella saishuensis YOKOYAMA 
T.(Neohau巾 tor)仰 denen泊 OTUKAI (320(?)J 
var. 
Macroρhragma tokyoensis(PnSBRY) i~oo~340 
Tachyrhynchus venustellus 
(YOKOYAMA) 
T. tuberculosus (YOKOYAMA) 
Bittiu例 (Stylidium)horinjiense 
OINOMIKADO et IKEBE 
B. sp. No. 1 
A. asura (YOKOYAMA) 
r r 
r X B. sp. No. 2 









S N1 ~41 0 
?? ?? 。。? ?
H.eliacus sp. 



















(1) (2) (の 仏)Frequency of Occurrence and (5) State of Preservation 
Recent Loc .ILoc. Loc. Loc. Loc .ILoc. Loc. Loc. Loc .ILoc .ILoc. Loc. Loc. Loc. 
(DGLaeistolgrt1rubadupithniaoc ln) 
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Sea 
問。ロ担曲、i 宵同‘ 2由4 Coast Coast 
Niso dorcas (KURODA et HABE) r r 
var. 
Lunatiaρila (PILSBRY) ?~440 360~460 Nl-2 S a a a c a c a c a c a c c c 
Mammilla yokoyamai MAKINO (MS) r c r r 
M. sp. rx 
Neusdta RJ1 GlossaMIss〕niniana 31 0~350 ~370 Nl-2 S，mS rム r x c c r r r c r c c (DUNKE 
T(EeEcUt側ROaDtiAca ejt aHntAhoBsEto) moides 31 0~420 ~430 Nl-2 S a a a c a a a c a c a c c c 
The operculum of T. janthostomoides rム c c c 
Malluvium otohimeae HABE (260~340J (N2-4J r 
0，ゅipatellali噌甜lata(GOULD) 510 rx 
Tugurium exutum (REEVE) ~00~350 ~400 N2 sM c a a 
Semicassis minor (KUSTER) rx 
Oeratost011ω (Ocenebra) japonica 33・~510 ~41 。 NO-1 R，G a c r c c c c c c r (DUNKER) 
TNrIoSJIhYoAnMoρA sis hagaensis HATAI et c c c r r r r c 
ISIYA 
T.E(BVEon) otroρhon) candelabrum 340~390 ~460(?) Nl-2 M rム r r r r (RE 
T. (B.) niρ'po均icus(YOKOYAMA) 350~440 360~380 N4~B S r 




















































~41 OJI [N 1-2) 
N1 
~41 0 
1. tokyoensis (YOKOYAMA) 
Nassarius (Z，仰 xis)caelalus 
(A.ADAMS) 
Tritia lzdeola (SMITH) var. 
Neρtzmea (E}arbitonia) arthritica I 360~450 i 40o~460 I 
(BERNARDI) 1 ~~ -~ 1 
Si仰向aliacassidariaeformis(REEvE) 1c31 o~350J Ic 
var. 






r S，mS，sM N2-3 ~420 330~390 
mS， SN2 320~380 320~41 0 S. fztsoides (REEVE) 





C c c a c X a a むc a Searlesia jajうonicaYOKOYAMA 
Babylonia elata (YOKOYAMA) 
r r r r rム(N -BJ Plicifusus ozawai (Y OKOY AMA) 
r Ootmnella sp. (目。 sp.?) 
r )くS I苛1-2~420 31 o~420 























Fztlgoraria masudae HA YASAKA 
Cancellaria (Merica) kobayashii 
(YOKOYAMA) 




















(1) ω (3) (4) Frequency of Occurrence and (5) State of Preservation 
Recent Loc .ILoc. Loc .ILoc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc. Loc .ILoc. Loc. Loc. Loc. 
(DGLiaesotirgtirubaudpithnioaic n l) 
Bathy- 6 9 12 14 16 18 20 22 25 27 29 31 32 34 I 
Bottom 
metric 
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NMonaB(SYo〉tatia〉modulifem ~400 N1-2 S rム r 
(SOWER 
Cypraeolina cotamago (YOKOYAMA) 270~350 ~400 N3 S r a r c 
Antiρlanes contraria (YOKOYAMA) 390~440 360~440 N2-3 a c c a r c r r r c c 
Rectiplanes sanctaioannis (SMITH) 390~440 360~420 N2~B r 
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O. miyatensis (YOKOYAMA) 390~460 350~460 N1 S c c c c r c r c 
Granoto:仰 dissoluta(YOKOYAMA) 390 410 c r r r r c r r 
Guraleus tabatensis (TOKUNAGA) ~370 N1 S， M c 
G. sp. ? c r r r 
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??? r N1-2 ~390 Pseudoetrema fortilirata (SMITH) 
Nannodriella sp. (n. sp.り
[N) Oenoρofa kagana (YOKOYAMA) 
O. Sp. ? 
r r c rムIr x r lri f r N1 ~380 I 31 0~390 Terebra lischkeana DUNKER 
主E 1 Jenestho incisa (YOKOYAMA) 
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r M. sp. (n. sp.り
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c S，M N1 ~370 330~390 Paracingulina triarata (PILSBRY) 
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L. sp. No. 2 
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Turbo砂ulla(Chemnitzia) infantzua 
DALL et BARTSCH 
T. (Pかcheulimella)inscitula 
YOKOYAMA 



















T. (P.) sp. No. 2 

















(1) (2) ω 仏)Frequency of Occurrence and (吟 Stateof Preservation 
Recent 
Loc .ILoc .ILoc .ILoc .ILoc .ILoc .ILoc. Loc. Loc .ILoc .ILoc. Loc .ILoc .ILoc. 
(DGLieasotigrtirubadupitnh10aic n l) 




4 s Be 呂開田‘ 関白Rロヨa S吋田副2司. 吋田n EHT ・ 岡田自ロ'" 
関白 ロ司 ul ~ 定ロ唱回。ト国〈Character 
E ? " Bz4af 
Range U口四白R R口D 同- ロ唱曲




RGi0n1g1 icula(RingtculiTza)doltads ~420 Nl-2 M，S a r r a a a c a c a r c ULD 
R. (R.) yokoya:仰 TAKEYAMA 340? a r a r a c a c a r 
(CYotAeoMρAhyKsAtsWA(S) uICOTetusa〉minima 330~39。 ~370 Nl-2 mS r c rム c c c r c c r c 
Pyrunculusρ'hialui (A. ADAMS) 340~430 ~400 Nl~B mS r r r r 
Rhizorus tokunagai (MAKIYAMA) 31 0~380 ~400 Nl-2 mS r r r a a r c c a r r r 
Adam附 tiajaρonica (A. ADAMS) 290~350 ~350 Nl~B S cム c c cム c a c c a r 
Decorifer insignis (PILSBRY) 330 No S，乱在 r r c r 
D. sp. r 
Philine argentata GOULD 340~420 ~420 Nl-2 M，S r r r 
Cavolina longirostris (BLAINVILLE) pelagic c 
C. uncinata (d'ORBIGNY) pelagic r 
Dentalium (Dentale)脚 inkauffi 31 0~350 ~410 Nl-2 mS，M cム a r rム a r DUNKER 
Antalis r加bdotum(PILSBRY) 31 0~390 ~410 N3~B rム c a r 
EknIKtaUliCnEoρI) sis niuosum(KURODA et 31 0~350 ~400 N3~B aム r r c r 
Ennucula tenuis (MONTAGU) 360~460 Nl-3 mS rO a c r cO 
E. niPonica (SMITH) var. (330~42つ I C ~37つ (N2-4，J r rO r r r aO r cO 
(continued) Table 
a cO r a a aOlaOI cO aolaoJcd a mS N1-4 320~430 320~420 Acila (Truncacila) insignis (GOULD) 






? ? ? 、 ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ?
r 










320~41 0 330~400 
c c S N3~B 320~41 0 31 0~320 
a c 
aO 
c a c 
r 












Nuculana robai (KURODA) 
N. (Thesかleda)yokoyamai KURODA 
Saccella sematensis (SUZUKI et 
ISHIZUKA) 
s. gordonis (YoKOYAMA) 
Yoldia (Cnesterium) notabilis 
YOKOYAMA 
Y. (C.) excavata DA1-1-
Arca miyatesis OYAMA 
A. divaricata (Huws) 
c c 
c 
r r c r c r 
R NO-1 "，，410 ~00~390 Acar pticata (DIL1-WYN) 
A. sp. a 




c a aO ao.vaOI r x c 
R，S，M N1 ~430 340~41 0 Pseudogrammatodo腕 dalli(SMITH) 
Anadara arnicula (YOKOyAMA) 
A. (Scapharca) satowi 0抑伺混ensis
UTUKA 











r xl r x 
rx 
r 



























L.obU，ψea A. ADAMS 
Asρ'alima (NiPponolimopsゐ)dec沼ssata
(A. ADAMS) 
Solamen diaρ加:na(DALL) c r r a a rO r mS，sM N2-4 ~410 350~360 




c cムIc ~ 
r 
r c r c r 
c 
aOlaOI.cO 
f r c 
a r rO R N1 _470 
C. sp. No. 2 (n. sp. ?) 



























c x r 
Coast 
[350?] 










































? ? ? ?
???
? ?

































Ch. swifti (BERNARDI) 
Ch. cosi訪f治bensiお;治S (YOKOYAMA) 
Pe釘ct，伽6帥悶 (肺脚t仰 l刷a的)a励l肋仇枕園k仰C
(SCH王R凸TER)
P. (N.)βuncficulatus DUNKER v呂r.
a 
f 















r r c 
r x c r x r c 〉くE ム







N1 Patinopecte時 yessoe招sis(JAY) 
P. tokyoensis hokurikuensis 
AKIYAMA 
P. kurosawe1官sis(YOKOYAMA) 
M，S Nl-2 410 380~390 Limatula kurodai UYAMA 
S N1 ~41 0 31 o~350 Lima soω'erbyi niρonica OYAMA 
M，sM Nl-2 
???
M側 telu加古 hakodatense(TOKUNAGA)I 31 o~420 
N1 280~390 j Ano問iacytaeum GRA Y 





Ostrea (Crassostrea) gigas THUNBERGI 23 O?~43 0 
260~360 Notostrea musashiana (YOKOYAMA) 
rx c S，M Nl-3 350~460 350~450 
N3-4 ~460 
? ?
? ? ? ? ? 』 ? 、 、
??
。 ? ? 、 ? ? ?
??
??










r xl r x 
c 

























A. (T.) bennetti DALL 
Venericardia (Megacardia) kiiensis 
cipangoana YOKOYAMA 
V. (Cyclocardia) ferruginea CLESSINI 330~420 
V. (Miodontisα15)グolo明:gata
nakamurai (YOKOYAMA) 
J oannisiella cumingi (HANLEY) 
380~ 
r rOlcO S，M Nl-2 ~410 230~350 
c c c r aO c aO c aO r aOlaO S N1 370~460 330~450 Felaniella usta (GOULD) 





















A抑制das仰 a側 a(A・ A山S)1390~420
31 0~41 0 Lucinoma annulata (REEVE) 































A. sp. ? 
Pillucina sp. 
Pillucina (Walluci仰 ) lamyi 
(CHAVAN) 
Bellucina civica (YOKOYAMA) 
Nemocardium (Kee嗣 ω)sar.加 rangae
(MAKIYAMA) 






























(Nl-4J (120?-340JI (~41 oJ 
Cl. fastosum (YOKOYAMA) 
Fulvia sp. 
Pitar (Costellipitar) chordata 
(R凸MER)

























































Table 2-6 (coutinued) 
D. (Phacosoma) jゆonica(REEVE) 
1¥1[ ercernaria sti:間ρso叫 (GOULP)
Specific Name 
c r S N1 340~460 370~450 
cO 























350~450 i 350~460 
[35 0 ~45 oJ! [35 0 ~46つ I (N1J 
(NJ 
N1 
M. yokoyamai (MAKIYAMA) 
Vere附olpasp. 
Callithaca (Protocallithaca) adamsi 
(REEVE) 
C. (P.) adamsi (REEVE) var. 
Pseuda例iantistauyensis 
(YOKOYAMA) 
P. sp. (n. sp. ?) r r 





aO c S N1-2 Paρhia am窃bilis(PHILIPPI) 
rx mS NZ-3 ~41 0 330~390 Clement俗世'ath.eletfiMAJlILI，E 





























































c C c 
IcムlaO
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Macoma calcarea (GMELIN) 
M. middendorffi DALL 
ルr.1うraetexta(v. MARTENS) 
M. niρonica (TOKUNAGA) 
M. anser UY AMA 
1¥1. (Rexithaerus) sectior UYAMA 
l'vl. sp. No. 1 
M. sp. No. 2 
Hetero例acomay仰 taiensis(CROSSE 
et DEBEAUX) 
Fabulina nitidula (DUNKER) 
Pero判idialufea (WOOD) 
Siliqua ρulchella (DUNKER) 
S. alta (BRODERIP et SOWERBY) 
Solen krusensternii SCHRENCK 
Hiatella orientalis (YOKOYAMA) 
Panope jaρonica A. ADAMS 
Anisocorbula仰 desfa(GOULD) 
Crッρtomyabusoensis YOKOYAMA 
Mya (Arenomya) jゆ0回ica]AY 
M. cuneiformis (B凸HM)
Zirfaea subco'lZstricta (YOKOYAMA) 
Pandoraρulchella YOKOYAMA 
P. (Ken同erlia)pseudobilirata 
NOMURA et HATAI 
Myadora japonica HABE 
Thracia kakumana (YOKOYAMA) 
Cusρidaria sp. (n圃 sp.?) 
Cardiomya gouldiana seρtentrionalis 
(KURODAI 
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Some shell beds showing extremely gregarious occurrence are composed of broken 
shells of various species together with strongly worn large shells and rather fresh and 
perfect shells of small forms. Sometimes， scattered shells of various species showing 
random orientation and excellent preservation are known. Rarely， a pelecypod shε11 
standing vertically appearing as the living state is found， but there is no proof to 
consider it呂san autochthonous condition. 
As a whole， al fossil sheIls in the Omma formation are more or less removed 
after death and transported from the habitat before entombment， some being strongly 
worn or crushed owing to the long duration of drift after death. 
For 14 localities of the Pliocene shells around Kanazawa city， both the frequency 
of occurrence and the state of preservation of each molluscan species are tabulated in 
Table 2. Some distinguished features of the occurrence in巴achlocali ty are briefly 
noted in the following lines : 
Loc. 1，2 and 3. shells sparsely scattered; Turritella saishuensis and Clinocardium 
fastosum are domin旦nL
Loc. 4. shell bed is about 5 cm thick Turritella saishuensis， Clinocardium 
fastosu1仰 andPeronidia lutea are dominant. 
Loc圃 6.dominant species is Turritella saishuensis. 
Loc. 9. several shell beds are discriminated; one bed is pebbly and dominant in 
Peronidia lutea; another bed is principally composed of closed valves of 
Glycymeris yessoensis rich f且unalcontent is similar to those of Loc. 7 
and 8. 
Loc. 10. especially dominant in Turritella saishuensis. 
Loc. 12. inserted with thin layer of fine tuff Anadara amicula is dominant; 
similar to Loc. 13 and 14. 
Loc. 16. shell bed is 10-20 cm thick; p旦rtlypebbly. 
Loc. 18. several shell beds along the Asano-gawa on the river floor under the 
bridge (Kami咽 tagami回bashi)crowded layer of Turritella saishuensis is 
found. 
Loc. 19図 similarto Loc. 18. 
Loc. 20. gregarious occurrence of various species in well-preserved conditions 
Inserted with thin layer of fine tuff. 
Loc. 21. dominant species are Anadara amicula， Glycymeris yessoensis and Pe-
ronidia lutea; shells are crowded to form a layer. 
Loc. 22， 23， 24， 25， 26， and 27⑬ shells crowded to form a layer; the occurrence 
resembles each other. 
Loc. 28. dominant in Anadara amicula. 
Loc. 29. scattered shells are found between two crowded layers. 
Loc. 31. inserted with tuff layer; crowded or spaτsely scattered. 
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L田.32. scattered shells; excellent preservation. 
Loc. 3. crowded to form a layer; similar species with Loc. 34. 
Loc. 34. inserted with tuff layer ; Anadara amicula is dominant. 
Loc. 35. and 36. scattered配curren白 Clinocardiumfastosum is dominant. 
Other than the molluscan shells mentioned above， trace fossi1s bored into the pre・
Omma basement rocks are found on the unconformable surface at several locations 
between Choshi and Asagaya along the River Asano帽gawa(KASENO and MATSUURA， 
1964). The detai1ed occurrence and significance of the trace fossi1s are not repeated 
here， but they undoubtedly indicate the s巴dimentarycondi tions of the Loc. 20， 21， 22， 
23， 24， 25， 26， 27， 28， and 29. 
The Omma Molluscan Fauna 
T axonomic Composition The systematic list of the fossi1 molluscs occurred in the 
Omma formation around Kanazawa city is given in Table 3. Detai1ed description of 
each sp巴ciesand specimen are omitted in the present artic1e， and only the photographs 
are shown in PLATE 1 ，. XIX. All figured specimens are registered (GKZ 70001 to 
GKZ 70283)， and now preserved in the Geological Institute， Faculty of Science， Kana-
zawa University. 
The systematic list given in Table 3 contains many uncertain or indetermined 
species， and some of them may becorrected or be established as new species in the 
future. Table 4 shows the taxonomic composition of the Omma molluscan fauna as a 
whole. It is composed of 69 families， 160 genera and 237 species in total. Among 






Tab!e 4. Taxonomic composition of the Omma molluscan fauna 
in the vicinity of Kanazawa city. 
Number of Number of Number of Species 
Fami1ies Genera 同 erminedI Recent I Extinct 
39 88 44 64 19 
2 3 。 3 。
28 69 15 82 10 






Water T emperature Among the Recent sp巴ciesconstituting the Omma molluscan 
fauna， the species living in the warm current are rather rare in number. As the 
abundant and common species found in the Omma fauna， the sp巴ciesof the warm 
current or Japonic-Kuroshio type are scarce， except for Tugurium exutum， Adamnestia 
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Table 3 Syst巴maticList of Fossil Shells from the Omma Sandstone Formation 
around Kanazawa City， Ishikawa Prefecture， Japan. 
GASTROPODA 
Haliotidae Haliotis (Euhaliotis) gigantea GMELIN Plate 1， Fig. 1. 
Fissurellidae Puncturella叫obilisA. ADAMS Plate VI， Fig. 1. 
P. jastigiafa A. ADAMS Plate VI， Fig. 2。
P. sp. No. 1 Plate 1， Fig. 2. 
P. sp. No. 2 Plate VI， Fig. 3. 
Acmaeidae Collisella sp. Plate 1， Fig. 3. 
Acmaea (Niveoteclura)βallida (GOULD) Plate V， Fig.33. 
Lepetida巴 Leβeta sp. Plate 1， Fig. 4. 
Trochidae Machaeroplax sp. No. 1 Plate 1， Fig. 5. 
M. sp. No. 2 Plate V， Fig.32. 
Turcica sp. Plate 1， Fig. 6個
Minoliaρseudobscura (YOKOYAMA) Plate 1， Fig. 7国
Solariella sp. Plat邑 1， Fig. 8. 
Tristicholrochus multiliratus (SOWERBY) Plate 1， Fig. 仏
Lirularia sp. Plate 1， Fig. 10. 
U例:bonium(Suchium) akita河umSUZUIU Plate 1， Figs. 11， 12. 
Skeneidae Starkeyna sobrina (A. ADAMS) Plate 1， Fig. 13. 
Turbinidae Ho抑~alopoma amussitalul叩 (GOULD) Plat巴 1， Fig.15， 
Phenacol邑padidae Plesiothyreus sp. Plate III， Fig. 15. 
Coccu日nida巴 Cocculi珂asp. Plate 1， Fig. 16， 
Rissoidae Putilla sp. Plate 1， Fig.17. 
Alvania (Arse日ia)akzbai YOKOYAMA Plate I， Fig.18. 
A. asura (YOKOYAMA) Plate 1， Fig.190 
T uriI tel1idae Turritella saishuensis YOKOYAMA Plate 1， Fig.20. 
T. (Neo初出stalor)anden白河sisOTUKA var. Plate 1， Fig.21. 
Vermetidae Macroβhragma tokyoensis (PILSBRY) Plate 1γ， Fig. 21> 
Ceri thiidae Tachyrhynchus ve持制sfellus(YOKOYAMA) Plate I， Fig. 1. 
T. tZlbe何ulosus(YOKOYAMA) Plat巴 H， Fig. 2. 
Bittium (Stylidium) horinjiense OINOMIKADO 
et IKEBE Plate n， Fig. 3. 
B. sp. No. 1 Plate II， Fig. 4. 
B. sp. No. 2 Plate IV， Fig.20. 
B. sp. No. 3 Plate VI， Fig. 4. 
Architectonicidae H eliacus sp. Plate 1， Fig句 14.
Epitoniida巴 Nodiscala sp. (n. sp. ?) Plate I， Fig. 7。
Amaea sp. Plate I， Fig. 5. 
Epitonium (De戸ressiscala) auritu附 (SOWERBY) Plat色 V， Fig.24. 
E. (Boreoscala) yabei echigonum KANEHARA Plate n， Fig. 6. 
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Eu日midae Eldima Sp. 
Balcis sp. Plate I， Fig. 8. 
Niso dorcas (KURODA et HABE) var. Plate I， Fig. 9. 
Naticidae Lu日atiatila (PILSBRY) Plate H， Fig. 29. 
Ma押zmillayokoyamai MAKINO (MS) Plate I， Fig. 30. 
M. sp固 Plate !I， Fig. 31. 
Neverita (Glossaulax) reiniana (DUNKER) Plate I， Figs. 32， 33. 
Teclonatica janthosto附oides(KURODA et HABE) Plate I， Figs. 3'1， 35. 
Hipponicidae MallzJVium otohimeae HABE Plat巴 II， Fig. 19. 
Calyptraeidae Creρiρatella lingulata (GOULD) Plate V， Fig. 34~ 
Xenophoridae Tuguriu例 exutum(REE VE) Plate n， Fig. 10. 
Cassididae Semicassis minor (KUSTER) Plate II， Figs. 1， 2.
Muricidae Ceratostoma (Ocenebra) iaβonica (DUNKER) Plate IlI， Figs. 6， 7， 8.
Troρhonopsis kagaensis HATAI et NISIYAMA Plate III， Fig. 3. 
T. (Borωtroβhon) candeZclbru附 (REEVE) Plat巴 II， Fig. 4. 
T. (B.) 河iρρoniCl~s (YOKOYAMA) Plate II， Fig. 5. 
Columbellidae Mitrella bicincta (GOULD) Plate III， Fig. 18. 
M. sp. Plate II， Figs. 11， 12. 
1 ndomitrella lischkei SMITH Plate III， Fig. 9. 
1. tokyoensis (YOKOYAMA) Plate II， Fig. 10. 
Nassariida巴 Nωsarius (Zeuxis) caelatus (A. ADAMS) Plate IV， Fig. 6. 
Tritia luteola (SMI TI王)var. Plate IV， Figs. 7， 8.
Buccinidae Neβtunea (Barbitonia) arthritica (BERN ARDI) Plate II， Fig. 13. 
Siβhonalia cassidariaeformis (REEVE) var. Plat巴 II， Fig. 14. 
S. sρadicea (REEVE) Plate III， Fig. 16. 
S. fusoides (REEVE) Plat日 II， 1手ig.17. 
Nassaria sp. (n. sp. ?) Plate VI， Fig. 5. 
Searlesia jaρonica YOKOYAMA Plate IV， Fig固 L
Babylo叩 aelata (YOKOYAMA) Plate IV， Fig. 2. 
Plicifusus ozawai (YOKOYAMA) Plate IV， Figs. 3， 4.
Ootomella sp. (n. sp. ?) Plate IV， Fig. 5. 
Fasciolariidae Fusi抑制Sβerρlexus(A. ADAMS) Plate IV， Fig. 9. 
Olivid旦巴 Olivella sβretoides YOKOYAMA Plate IV， Fig. 10. 
Oliva削ustelinaLAMARCK Plate IV， Fig. 11。
Volutidae Fulgoraria附asuc!aeHAYASAKA Plate IV， Figs. 12， 13. 
Cancellariidae Cancellaria (Merica) kobayashii (YOKOYAMA) Plate IV， Fig. 14. 
C. jatonica lischkei (YOKOYAMA) Plate IV， Fig. 22. 
Sydaρhera sρengleriana (DESHA YES) Plat巴 IV， Figs. 15， 16. 
Admele murayamai (YOKOYAMA) Plate IV， Fig. 17. 
A. sp. Plate IV， Fig. 18. 
Narona (Solatia) nodulifera (SOWERBY) Pl;ue IV， Fig. 19. 
Marginellidae Cyρraeolina cotamago (Y OKOYAMA) Plate VI， Fig. 7. 
Turridae Antiρlanes conlraria (YOKOYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 1. 
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Rectipla時essanctaioannis (SMlTH) Plate V， Fig. 2. 
Paradrillia i抑constans(SMITH) Plat日 V， Fig. 3. 
P. dainichie悶sis(Yo広OYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 4. 
1 nquisitor sp. Plate V， Fig. 5. 
Suavodrillia declivis (v. MARTENS) Plate V， Fig. 6. 
TomoPleura sp. Plat巴 V， Fig. 7. 
Pro戸ebela(Turritoma) yokoyamai ONOYAMA Plate V， Fig. 8. 
P回 (T.)iurricula ca珂dita(YoKOYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 9. 
。ρhiodermellaogurana (Y OKOYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 10. 
O.附iyate目sis(YOKOYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 12. 
Granotoma dissoluta (YOKOYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 11. 
Guraleus tabate仰向 (TOKUNAGA) Plate V， Fig. 13. 
G. sp. Plat巴 V， Fig. 14. 
P seudoetrema fortilirata (SMITH) Plate V， Fig. 15. 
Nannodriella sp. (n. sp. ?) Plat邑 V， Fig. 16. 
013向。ρotakαgana (YOKOYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 17. 
O. sp. ? Plate V， Fig. 18. 
Terebridae Terebra lischkea雌 DUNKER Plate V， Fig. 19. 
Pyramidellida巴 Me路esthoincisa (YOKOYAMA) Plat邑 I， Fig. 11。
M. sp. (n・sp.?) Plate I， Fig. 12. 
Odostomia sp. No. 1 Plate I， Fig. 13. 
O. sp. No. 2 Plate I， Fig. 14。
O. sp. No. 3 Plate I， Fig. 15. 
。日 sp.No. 4 Plate 1I， Fig. 16. 
O. sp. No. 5 Plate !I， Fig. 17. 
Paracingulina triarata (PILSBRY) Plate I， Fig. 18. 
Leucoti叫asp. No. 1. Plate I， Fig. 19。
L. sp. Noω2 Plate I， Fig. 20. 
Actaeopyramis sp. Plat巴 I， Fig. 2L 
Turbonilla (Che例目itzia)infantura DALL 
巴tBARTSCH Plate I， Fig. 26. 
T. (Ptycheulimella)仇scitulaYOKOYAMA Plate I， Figs. 22， 23. 
T. (P.) sp. No. 1 Plate !I， Fig. 24. 
T. (P.) sp. No. 2 Plate U， Fig. 28. 
T. (Para附or例ula)paucicostulata TOKUNAGA Plate I， Fig. 25. 
T. sp. Plate I， Fig. 27. 
Acteonidae Pupa sp. Plate V， Fig. 20. 
Ringiculidae Ri回.gicula(Ri目igiculi措a)doliaris GOULD Plate V， Figs. 21， 22. 
R. (R.) yokoyamai T AKEYAMA Plate V， Fig. 23. 
R巴tusida邑 ColeoPhysis (Sulcoretωa) minima (YAMAKAWA) Plate V， Fig. 25. 
Pyrunculusρhialus (A. ADAMS) Plate VI， Fig. 6. 
Rhizorus tokunagai (MAKIYAMA) Plate V， Fig. 26固
Scaphanderidae A.dm抑 zestiajapo招ica(A. ADAMS) Plate V， Fig. 27. 
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Decorifer insignis (PILSBRY) Plate V， Fig. 28. 
D. sp. Plate V， Fig. 29. 
Philinidae Phili目eargentaill GOULD Plate V， Fig. 31. 
Ca volinidae Cavolina longirostris (BLAINVILLE) Plate V， Fig. 30. 
C. zmci柑ata(d' ORBIGNY) Plate VI， Fig. 8. 
SCAPHOPODA 
Den taliidae Dentaliul河 (Dentale) ωeinkaz~リFfi DUNKER Plate VII， Fig. 1. 
Antalis rhabdotum (PILSBRY) Plate VII， Fig. 2. 
Siphonodentaliidae Entalinoρsis nivosu削 (KURODA巴tKIKUCHI) Plate VII， Figs. 3， 4.
PELECYPODA 
Nuculidae Enllucula tenzus (MONTAGU) Plate VII， Fig. 5. 
E.抑iρonica(SMITH) var. Plat巴 VII， Fig. 6. 
Acilt1 (Tnmcacila) insignis (GOULD) Plat巴 VII， Fig. 7. 
A. divaricata (HINDS) Plate VII， Fig. 8. 
Nuculanida巴 Nucul Plate VII， Fig. 9. 
N. (Thestyleda) yokoyamai KURODA Plate VII， Fig. 10. 
Saccella sematensis (SUZUKI et ISHIZUKA) Plate VII， Fig. 13. 
S. gordo河is(YOKOYAMA) Plate VII， Fig. 14. 
Yoldia (Cnωterium)珂otabilisYOKOYAMA Plate VII， Fig. 11. 
Y. (C，) excavata DALL Plate VII， Fig. 12. 
Arcidae Arca削iyalensisOYAMA Plate VII， Fig. 15. 
Acarρlicala (DILL WYN) Plate VI， Fig. 9. 
A. sp. Plate VI， Figs. 10， 11.
Pseudogra問問afodondalli (SMITH) Plate VI， Fig. 12. 
A同adaraal四icula(YOKOYAMA) Plate VII， Figs. 16， 17. 
A. (Scaρharca) safowi 0例制ae河幻sOTUKA Plat巴 VII， Fig. 1仏
Glycym巴ridae Glycy附erisyessoensis (SOWERBY) Plate VI， Fig. 16. 
G. nipρonicus (YOKOYAMA) Plate VI， Fig. 17. 
Limopsidae Limoρsis (Pectunculina) crenata A. ADAMS Plat巴 VI， Fig. 13. 
L. obliqua A. ADAMS Plat巴 VI， Fig. 14. 
Asρali例。 (Niρonoli附oρsis)decussata (A. ADAMS) Plate VI， Fig. 15. 
Mytilidae Solarnen diaρhana (DALL) Plate XIX， Fig. 17. 
Crenella sp. No. 1 Plate VII， Fig.18. 
C. sp. No. 2. (1・sp.?) Plate XIX， Fig. 18. 
Modiolus difficilis KURODA et HABE Plate VI， Fig. 18. 
M. (Modiolusia) sirahensis (JOUSSEAUME) var. Plate VI， Fig. 19. 
Pectinidae Chlarnys珂iPponensisKURODA Plate VI， Figs. 21， 2.
Ch. swifti (BERNARDI) Plate VI， Fig. 23. 
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Pecten (Notovola) albicans (SCHR凸TER)
P. (N. ) puncticulatus DUNKER var. 
Patinotect側 yessoensis(J AY) 
Plat邑 VIII，Figs. 1，2，3，4. 
Plate VIII， Fig. 5. 
P!ate X， Fig. 1， Plate XI， Fig. 1; Plate XII， Fig. 1; Plate XIII， Fig. 1. 
p， tokyoensis hokurikuensis AKIYAMA Plate IX， Figs， 1， 2， 
P. kurosawensis (YOKOYAMA) Plate VIII， Fig. 6; Plate IX， Fig. 3. 
Limatula kurodai OYAMA Plate IX， Fig. 4. 
Li例asowerbyi niρponica OYAMA Plate XI， Fig. 5; Plate XVIII， Fig. 4. 
Manlellum hakodatense (TOKUNAGA) 
A向。附iacytaeul伺 GRAY
Monia u附bo持ata(GOULD) 。strea(Crassostrω) gigas TnUNBERG 
Noios!rea musashina (YOKOYAMA) 
Asfarte borealis (SCHUMACHER) 
A. (T.) bennetli DALL 
Venericardia (Megacardia) kie開sisciPangoana 
YOKOYAMA 
V. (Cyclocardia) ferruginea CLESSIN 
Vω (Miodontiscus) prolO1司gatanakm仰 rai
(YOKOYAMA) 
Plate XI， Fig. 7. 
Plate VIII， Fig. 7. 
Plat巴 X， Figs， 2， 3.
Plate XII， Fig， 2. 
Plate XII， Fig. 3. 
Plate VIII， Figs. 8， 9.
Plate VIII， Fig. 10. 
Plate XI， Fig. 2. 
Plate XI， Figs， 3，4， 
Plat邑 XI， Fig.. 6図
J oannisiella cumingi (HANLEY) Plat邑 XI，Fig. 8; Plate XIX， Fig. 15. 
Felaniella usta (GOULD) Pl呂teXI， Fig. 9. 
Thyasira tokunagai KURODA et HABE Plat巴 XIII，Fig. 2 . 
. 4xinopsida subquadrala (A. ADAMS) Plate XIII， Fig. 4. 
Lucinoma a附 ulala(REEVE) Plate XIII， Fig. 5. 
Alucinomaα'assiuscula (YOKOYAMA) Plate XIII， Fig. 6. 
A~? ~呂te XIII， Fig. 7. 
Pillucina sp. Plate VI， Fig. 24. 
Pilluci向。 (Wallucina)lamyi (CHA VAN) Plate XIII， Fig. 3. 
Bellucina civica (YOKOYAMA) Plate XIII， Fig固 8.
Nemocardium (Keenaea) sa附 2rangae(MAKIYAMA) Plat巴 XIII，Fig. 9. 
Clinocardium shinjiense (YOKOYAMA) Plate XIII， Fig. 10. 
Cl. fastosum (YOKOYAMA) Plate XIII， Fig. 11. 
Fulvia sp. Plate XIII， Fig. 12. 
Pitar (Costellipitar) chordata (R凸MER)? 
Callista chi路ensis(HOLTEN) 
Saxidomusβuゆuratus(SOWERBY) 
Dosi四ia(Dosinella) angr，uosa (PHILlPPI) 
D.(Phacoso問。)japonica (REEVE) 
Mercenaria sti削lうso例 (GOULD)
M. yokoyamai (MAKIYAMA) 
Veremolpa sp. 
Plate XIV， Fig. 1. 
Plat巴 XIV，Fig. 2. 
Plat邑 XIX，Fig. 14. 
Plat巴 XV， Fig. 1， 
Plat邑 XV， Fig. 2. 
P1.ate XIV， Figs. 3， 4.
Plate XIV， Figs. 5， 6， 7.
Plate XIV， Figs. 8，ヲ.












Cailithaca (Protocallithaca) adamsi (REli!VE) 
C. (P.) ad，amsi (R耳EVE)var. 
Pseuda;rniantis tauyensis (YQKQYAMA) 
P. sp. (n. sp. ?) 
Liocyma aniwana DALL 
L. sp. 
Gemma sp. ? 
Paρhia amabilis (PHILIPPI) 
Clementia vatheletti MABILLE 
sρisula (Mactromeris) voyi (GABB) 
S. sp. 
Mactra sp. 
Macoma calcar.ea (GMELIN) 
M. middendorffi DALL 
M. f;Jraetexta (v. MARTli!NS) 
M.1:&iρponica (TQKU試AGA)
M. anser Qy. AMA 
M. (Rexithaer同 sectiorQy AMA 
M. sp. No. 1 
M. sp. No. 2 
Plate XV， Figs.'3， 4，.
plate XV， Fig. 5. 
Plate XVI， Figs. 1， 2，3 .
Plate XVI， Fig. 4. 
Plate XIV， Fig. 10. 
Plate XIV. Fig. 11. 
Plate XIV， Fig. 12. 
Plate XV， Fig. 6. 
Plate XVI， Figs. 5， 6.
Plate XVIl， Fig. 3. 
Plate XVIl， Fig. 1. 
Plate XVII， Fig. 2. 
Plate XVII， Figs. 4，思7，9、
Plate XVII， Fig. 6. 
Plate XVIlI， Fig. 5. 
Plate XVIl， Fig. 12. 
Plate XVUI， Fig. 2. 
Plate XVIl， Figs. 1Q， 1. 
Plate XVIl， Fig. 13. 
Plate XVIl， Fig. 8，. 
Hetero仰acomaYantaiensis (CROSSE et DEBEAUX) Plate XVIlI， Fig. 1. 
Fabulina nitidula (DUNKER) Plate XVIII， Fig. 3. 
Peronidia lut.ea (WOOD) Plat巴 XVIl， Fig. 6. 
Sili桝apulchella (DUNKER) 
S. alta (BRODERIP et SOWERBY) 
Solen krusen沼terniiSCHRE:NCK 
Hiatella orientalis (YOR;OYAMA) 
Panope japonica A. A，DAMs 
Aηisocorbula modesta (GOULD) 
Cryρtomya busoensis YOKOYAMA 
Mya (Areno附:ya)japonica JA，Y 
M. cuneiformis (BoHM) 
Zirfaea szめ.coηstricta(YOKOYAMA) 
Pandora ρulchella YOKOYAMA 
Plate XVIIl， Fig. 7. 
Plate XVIlI， Fig. 8. 
Plate XVIIl， Fig. 9. 
Plate XVIII， Fig. 10. 
plate XVIlI， Figs. 11， 12.
Plate XIX， Fig. 20. 
Plate XIX， Fig. 1. 
Plate XIX， Figs. 2， 3.， 
Plate XIX， Fig. 4. 
Plate XIX， 
P. (Kenn哩rlia)ρ.seudobilirataNOMURA et HATAI Plate XIX， 
Myadora japonica HABE Plate XIX， 
Figs. 9. 10. 
Fig. 11. 
Figs. 5， 6， 7， 8.
Thracia kakuman頃 (YOKOYAMA)
Cuspidaria sp. (n. sp. ?) 
Cardiomya gouldiana septentrionalis (KURODA) 
Plate XIX， Fig. 12. 
Plat巴 XIX， Fig. 13. 
Plate XIX， Fig. 16. 
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jatonica， Bellucina civica and Pathia amabiliso The warm current species such as 
Macrothragma tokyoensis， Oliva mustelina， Paradrillia inconstans， Saccella gordonis， 
Lima soweroyi nilゆonicaand Pillucina lamyi etc， are also found in the Omma fauna， 
but rare in general。
The cold current species， on the contrary， show usually abundant occurrence in the 
Omma fauna. As the Recent sp色ciesliving in the cold water conditions， or the species 
of the Oyashio type we can enumerate the following characteristic ones found abun園
dantly or commonly in the Omma form抗ion Tectonatica janthostomoides， Lunatia 
tila， Antitlanes contraria， Othiodermella miyatensis， Yoldia nofaoilis， Yoldia 
excavata， Ennucula tenuis， Glycymeri・syessoensis， Modiolus difficilis， Patinotecten 
yessoensis， Astarte borealis， Venericardia trolongata nakamurai， Felaniella usta， 
Axinotsida subquadrata， Mercenaria stimtsoni， Callithaca adamsi， Liocyma aniwana， 
Stisula voyムPeronidialutea， and Thracia kakumana etc， Further， as the Recεnt 
cold water species occurring rarely in the Omma fauna we can enumerate the following 
species Puncturella幻o品ilis，Acmaea tallida， Homalopoザnaamussitatum， Alvania 
asura， 1Vettuneaαrthritica， RectiJうlanessanctaioannis， Propebela turricula candita， 
Nuculana robai， Chlamys Astarte bennetfi， Thyasira tokunagai， Macoma 
middendorffi， and Siliqua alta etc. 
Other than the speci巴sof the Recent Oyashio type mentioned abovふ suchfossil 
species of Oyashio type as Clinocardium shinjiense， Clinocardium fastosun人 and
Mercenaria yokoyamai etc. are frequently found in the Omm呂 fauna， Remarkable 
leading fossils characterizing the Omma-Manganji fauna， that is， Turritella saishu-
ensis， Patinotecten kurosawensis etc. are undoubtedly the cold water species， Further， 
the following fossil species also seem to suggest the cold current types based on our 
knowledge of the fossi1 assemblages in other known localities in Japan Umbonium 
akitanum， Fulgoraria masudae， and Pseudamiantis tauyensis色tc.
In order to get information about the geographic (latitudinal) position suggest吋
by the fossil molluscan fauna， several methods of quantitative analysis or graphic 
representation have been tried by various authors. Regarding the Omma molluscan 
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Geographic (1atitudinal) distribution ra時 eof th巴Ommamolluscan fauna， compared 
with the Recent mollt日 anfauna at 1'ogi of Noto pe日insula(370N). 
1'ext-figure 3. 
Latitudinal distribution data on the living molluscan species in the Japan Sea side of Japan is largely 
based on the “Check List" by KURODA and HABE (1952). 1'h邑 numbersof sp巴ciescorresponding to 
each latitudinal interval are counted， being shown as a histogram. 
Hist白ogr問amA (φsolid li泊n田巴め) Abl口1I凶arぱI
Histogram B (br叫ok王en1日ineめ Alll日iv叫l時 speci巴sfound in the Omma fauna. 
Histogram C (dotted line) Recent molluscan fauna co!lected by N. MATSUURA at 1'ogi of 
Noto p巴ninsula(370 N)， Japan. 
Most species of the Omma molluscan 
fauna are inhabitants on sandy and muddy bottoms; the species adapted to gravelly 
or rocky bottoms are: Haliotis gigantea， Acmaeaρallida， Tristichotrochus multilira幽
tum， Macrothragma tokyoensis， Ceratostoma jatonica， Ostrea gigas， Acar tlicata， 
Modiolus di工ficilisetc. A vail且bleinformation about the bottom character and the 
bathymetric range of each species constituting the Omma moUuscan fauna is shu¥vn 
in Table 2. For important 14 localities around Kanazawa city， bathymetric data are 
tabulated in Table 5. In al localities， euneritic (N1) and euneritic~mesoneritic (Nl-
N2) on巴sare most dominant， although the species living in deeper waters are rarely 
found. Among 14 localities， the assemblages found in Loc. 9， 14， 16， 18， 20， 22， 25， 
27， and 29 are mostly composed of euneritic species， and seem to have been more or 
less shallower than those in Loc. 6， 12， 31， 32 and 34. The depth of Loc. 20， 22， 25 
and 29 must h乱vebeen shallow as shown in Text-figure 2. 
BottOJJ1 Character and Bathymetric Range 
m ao 
5. BatlJymetric distribution table of the Omma molluscan fauna from 14 localities around Kanazawa cityo 


























No Intertidal， N1 Euneritic (~20-30 m)， Nz Meson芭ritic(20-30~~50-60 m)， 
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EXPLAN ATION OF PLA TE 1 
Fig. 1. Haliotis (Euhaliolis) gigantea GMELlN X 5/6 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) GKZ 
70001 
Fig. 2. Pu目cturellasp. No. 1 X 2.1 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70004 
Fig. 3. Collisella sp. X 5/6 Okuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70006 
Fig. 4. Leρeta sp. x 5/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70008 
Fig. 5. MachaeroPlax sp園 No.1 x 2.5 Kakuma (Loc圃 16)GKZ 70009 
Fig. 6. Turcica sp. x 2.5 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70011 
Fig. 7園 Minolia戸sewlobscura(YOKOYAMA) x 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70012 
Fig固 8. Solaγiela sp. x 2.5 Okuwa GKZ 70013 
Fig. 9. Trisiichotrochus multiliratum (SOWERBY) X 5/6 Okuwa (Loc. 32) GKZ 70014 
Fig. 10. Lirularia sp. x 2.5 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70015 
Fig. 11. Umbo捌日間 (Suchiurlのaluta開U例 SUZUKIx 5/6 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) GKZ 
70016 
Fig. 12. Umbonium (Suchizl問)alula持umSUZUKI X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70017 
Fig. 13. Starkey目。 sobrina(A. ADAMS) X 10/3 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70018 
Fig. 14. Heliacus sp. X 10/3 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70034 
Fig. 15. Ho昨よalo戸omamnus sitatul刊 (GOULD) X 5/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70019 
Fig. 16. Cocculi持asp. X 5/'1 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70021 
Fig. 17. Putilla sp. X 2.5 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70022 
Fig. 18. Al仰持ia(Arse月初)akibai YOKOYAMA X 2.5 Higashi-nagae (Locω6) GKZ 70023 
Fig. 19. Alvania asura (YOKOYAMA) X 2.5 Mald (Loc. 14) GKZ 70024 
Fig. 20. Turrilella saishuensis YOKOYAMA X 1 Kaminaka GKZ 70025 
Fig. 21. Turrilella (Neohaustafor) ande持制sisOTUKA var. X 1 Fukuro-itaya GKZ 70026 
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PLATE I 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE 1 
Fig. 1. Tachyrhynchus世enustellus(YOKOYAMA) X 5/3 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70028 
Fig. 2. Tachyrhynchus tuberculosus (YOKOYAMA) X 5/3 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70029 
Fig. 3. Bittium (Stylidium) horinjiense OINOMIKADO et IKEBE X 2.5 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani
(Loc. 9) GKZ 70030 
Fig. 4. Bittiu例 sp.No. 1 X 5/3 Loc. ? GKZ 70031 
Fig. 5. A脚 easp. X 2.5 K呂田gawa(Loc. 25) GKZ 70036 
Fig. 6. Epittonium (Boreoscala) yabei echigonum KANEHARA X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 
70038 
Fig. 7. Nodiscala sp. (n. sp.?) X 2.5 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70035 
Fig. 8. Balcis sp. X 10/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70040 
Fig. 9. Niso dorcas (KURODA et HABE) var. x 5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70041 
Fig. 10. Tuguriu例 exutum(REEVE) X 5/6 6kuwa GKZ 70051 
Fig. 11. Menestho incisa (YOKOYAMA) X 2.5 Higashi-naga岳 (Loc.6) GKZ 70110 
Fig. 12. Menestho sp. (n. sp.?) X 2.5 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70111 
Fig. 13. Odosto例iasp. No. 1 X 10/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70112 
Fig. 14. Odost，仰 uasp. No. 2 X 10/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70113 
Fig. 15. Odostomia sp. No. 3 X 2.5 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70114 
Fig. 16. Odosto明 iasp. No. 4 X 2.5 Tachi (Loc. 25) GKZ 70115 
Fig. 17. Odostomia sp. No. 5 X 2.5 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70116 
Fig. 18. Paracingulina triarata (PILSBRY) X 10/3 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70117 
Fig. 19. Leucotina sp. No. 1 X 2.5 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc功 GKZ70118 
Fig. 20. Leucotina sp. No. 2 X 2.5 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70119 
Fig. 21. Actaeopyramis sp. X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20-) GKZ 70120 
Fig. 22. Turbonilla (Pかcheul伽 la)inscitula YOKOYAMA、X 2.5 Higashi-naga岳(Loc.6) GKZ 
70122 
Fig. 23. Turbonilla (Ptycheulimella) inscitula YOKOYAMA X 2.5 Higahi-naga岳 (Loc.6)GKZ 
70123 
Fig. 24. Turbonilla (P砂cheulimella)sp. No. 1 X 10/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70124 
Fig. 25. Turbo叩ila(Paramo明 ula)ρaucicostulataTOKUNAGA X 10/3 Fukuro-itaya (Loc. 27) 
GKZ 70126 
Fig. 26. Turbonilla (Ch哩mnitzia)infantula DALL et BARTSH X 10/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70121 
Fig. 27. Turbonilla sp. X 10/3 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70127 
Fig. 28. Turbonilla (Pかcheulimella)sp. No. 2 X 5/4 6kuwa GKZ 70125 
Fig. 29. Lunatiaがla(PILSBRY) X 5/6 Maki (Loc. 14) GKZ 70043 
Fig. 30. Mammilla yokoyamai MAKINO MS X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70042 
Fig. 31. Mammilla sp. X 5/6 6kuwa (Loc. 32) GKZ 70044 
Fig. 32. Neverita (Glossaulax) reiniana (DUNKER) X 5/6 dkuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70045 
Fig. 33. Neverita (Glossaulax) reiniana (DUNKER) X 5/6 dkuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70046 
Fig. 34. Tectonatica janthosto例oides(KURODA et HABE X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70047 
Fig. 35. The operculum of Tectonatica j側 thostom
KASENO and MATSUURA Pliocene Shells 
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P L A T E II 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE m 
Fig. 1. Semicassis側部or x 5/6 Nag泌 gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70052 
Fig. 2. Semicassis mi月01 x 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70053 
Fig. 3. Tropho同0戸$ZS加gaensisHATAI et NISIYAMA X 5/6Fukuro-itaya (Loc. 27) GKZ 70057 
Fig. 4. Troρ加noβsis (Boreoiro〆10持)candelabrum (REEVE) X 5/3 Ka田 gawa(Loc. 25) GKZ 
70058 
Fig. 5. Troβhonopsis例戸β0幻iωS(YOKOYAMA) X 10/3 Higashi-naga岳 (Loc.6) GKZ 70059 
Fig. 6. Ceralostoma (0α jaβ0同ica(DUNKER) X 7/6 Kaminaka (Loc町 23)GKZ 70054 
Fig. 7. Cerafosio例a(Ocenebra) ja仰 0月ica(DUNKER) X 5/6 Fukぽ o-itaya(Loc. 27) GKZ 70055 
Fig. 8. Ceraiostoma (Oc居間 jaβonica(DUNKER) X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70056 
Fig. 9. Indomitrella lischkei SMITH X 5/3 Kanegawa (Loc園 25)GKZ 70063 
Fig. 10. lndo附 irellaiokyoe河sis(YOKOYAMA) X 5/3 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ70064 
Fig. 11. Mitrella sp. X 5/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70062 
Fig. 12. MitreUa sp. X 5/3百 chi(Loc. 20) GKZ 70061 
Fig. 13. Neβtunea (Barbitonia) arihritica X 5/6 Naga邑gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9-10) 
GKZ 70068 
Fig. 14. Sipho河aliacassidariaeformis (REEVE) var. X 5/6 Naga巴daniGKZ 70069 
Fig. 15. Plesiothyreus sp. X 2.1 Shimo-araya (Loc. 2ヲ)GKZ 70020 
Fig， 16. Si戸hωzaliaspadicea (REEVE) X 5/6 Okuwa GKZ 70070 
Fig， 17. Silうhonaliafusoides (REEVE) X 5/6 Loc圃?GKZ 70071 
Fig. 18. Milrella bicincta (GOULD) X 5/4 Kaminaka (Loc. 22) GKZ 70060 
Fig. 19. Malluvium otohi例eaeHABE? X 5/6 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70049 









P LA T E IV 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 
Fig. 1. Searlesia jatonica YOKOYAMA X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70073 
Fig. 2. Babylo蹄iaelata (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Sue GKZ '700'74 
Fig. 3. Plicifusus ozaωai (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Higashi一回ga岳 (Loc. 6) GKZ 70075 
Fig. 4固 Plicifususozawai (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70076 
Fig. 5. Ootomella sp. (n. sp. 7) X 5/4 Kakur国 (Loc.16) GKZ 70077 
Fig. 6. Nassarius (Zeuxis) caelaius (A. ADAMS) X 5/6 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70065 
Fig. 7. Tritia luleola (E. A. SMITH) var. X 5/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70066 
Fig. 8. Tritia luteola (K A. SMITl'王) var. X 5/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70067 
Fig. 9園 Fusinusρerβlexus (A. ADAMS) X 5/6 0ku胃呂 CLoc， 31) GKZ 70078 
Fig. 10. Olivella s戸.(JtoidesYOKOYAMA )( 5/3 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70079 
Fig. 11. Oliω musfeli開aLAMARCK X 5/4合kuwa(Loc. 31) GKZ 70080 
Fig. 12. Fulgoraria帥 asudaeHA YASAKA X 5/6 Maki (Loc. 14) GKZ 70081 
Fig. 13. Fulgoraria masudae HAYASAKA X 5/6 Loc. ? GKZ 70082 
Fig. 14. Cancellaria (Merica) kobayashii (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70083 
Fig. 15. Sydゅherastengleriana (DESHA YES) )( 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70085 
Fig. 16. Sydaρhera sβengleria時四 (DESHAYES) >( 5/6 0kuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70086 
Fig. 17. Ad例哩te例urayamai(YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Tachi (Loc.20) GKZ 70087 
Fig. 18. Ad押u:;tesp. x 5/3 Higashi-Nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70088 
Fig. 19. Narona (Solatia) nodulザ'era(SOWERBY) X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70089 
Fig. 20固 Bittiumsp. No. 2 X 5/3 Yamashina (Loc島 34)GKZ 70032 
Fig. 21. JYl acroPhragma tokyoe同sis(PILSBRY) X 5/3 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70027 
Fig. 22. Cancellaria jatonica lischkei (YOKOYAMA) x5/6 Tag且mi-honmachi(Loc. 18) GKZ 70084 
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PLATE V 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE V 
Fig. 1. Antiρlanes co同traria(YOKOYAMA) X 5/4 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70091 
Fig. 2. Rectiρlanes sancfaioannis (SMIT践) X 5/4 Okuwa GKZ 70092 
Fig. 3. Paradrillia inco四stans(SMITH) X 5/3 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70093 
Fig. 4. Paradrillia dainichiensis (YOKOYAMA) X 5/3 Loc. ? GKZ 70094 
Fig. 5. InJuzsitor sp. X 5/3 Kan色gawa(Loc. 25) GKZ 70095 
Fig. 6. Suavodrillia dιclivis (v. MARTENS) X 5/4 K昌negawa(Loc. 25) GKZ 70096 
Fig. 7. Tomoβleula sp. X 5/3 Higashi-naga岳 (Loc.6) GKZ 70097 
Fig. 8. Projう召bela(Turritoma) yokoya問。iONOYAMA X 2図1Hihashi-nagaξ (Loc固 め GKZ 70098 
Fig. 9. Proβebela (Turritoma) turricuIa candita (YOKOYAMA) X 5/3 Okuwa GKZ 70099 
Fig. 10. 0ρhiodermella ogurana (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70100 
Fig. 11. Granoto附adissoluia (YOKOYAMA) X 5/3 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70102 
Fig. 12. OPhiodermella miyafe持sis(YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 dkuwa GKZ 70101 
Fig. 13. Guraleus tabate持szs(TOKUNAGA) X 2.5 Loc固?GKZ 70103 
Fig. 14. Guraleus sp. ? x2.5 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70104 
Fig. 15. Pseudoetrema forlilirata (E. A. SMITH) X 2.5 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70105 
Fig. 16. Na路nod円elaSp. (n. sp.?) X 2.5 Higashi-naga岳 (Loc.6) GKZ 70106 
Fig. 17. Oenoβota kaga向。 (YOKOYAMA)5/6 Fukuro-itaya GKZ 70107 
Fig. 18. 0側 opoiasp. ? X 5/6 Fukuro-itaya (Loc. 27) GKZ 70108 
Fig. 19. Terebra lischkea路aDUNKER X 5/4 Fukuro-itaya (Loc. 27) GKZ 70109 
Fig. 20. Pupa sp. X 2.5 dkuwa GKZ 70128 
Fig. 21. Ringicula (Ringiculina) doliaris GOULD X 2.5 Tachi (Loc号 20)GKZ 70129 
Fig. 22. Ringic日la(Ringiculina) doliaris GOULD X 2.5 Tachi (Loc.20) GKZ 70130 
Fig. 23園 Ri何gicula(Ringiculi時a)yokoyamai TAKEYAMA X 2昭5Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70131 
Fig.24. Eμto即日附 (Deρressiscala)auritu例 (SOWERBY)x2.5 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70037 
Fig. 25. Coleophysis (Sulcoretusa)抑uni附a(YAMAKAWA) X 10/3 Tachi (Loc.20) GKZ 70132 
Fig. 26. Rhizorus toi初nagai(MAKIYAMA) X 2.5 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70134 
Fig. 27. Adamnestia ja戸0招ica(A. ADAMS) X 2.5 Higashi-naga岳 (Loc.6) GKZ 70135 
Fig. 28. Decorifer insig問符 (PILSBRY) X 10/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70136 
Fig. 29. Decorifer sp. X 2.5 Kakun.a (Loc. 16) GKZ 70137 
Fig. 30. Cavolina 10日:girostriす (BLAINVILLE) X 2.9 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70139 
Fig. 31. Philine argentata GOULD X 2.5 Fukuro-itaya (Loc. 27) GKZ 70138 
Fig. 32. M achaeroPlax sp. No. 2 X 2.9 Higashi-naga岳 (Loc.6) GKZ 70010 
Fig. 33. Ac附aea(Niveotectura)抑llida(GOULD) X 5/6 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70007 
Fig. 34. Crelうiρaiellali招:gulata(GOULD) )(2園5Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70050 
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P L A T E VI
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI 
Fig. L Punciurella開obilisA ADAMS X 2.5 Shimo-araya(Loc. 29) GKZ 70002 
Fig. 2. PU持cturellafastigiafa A. ADAMS X 2.5 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70003 
Fig. 3. Pu月cturellasp. No. 2 x 2.5 Shimo←araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70005 
Fig. 4園 Bittiul四 sp.No. 3 x2.5 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70033 
Fig. 5. Nassaria sp. (n. sp.?) X 5/6 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70072 
Fig. 6. Pyrunc叫 tSρhialus(A. ADAMS) x 2.5 Tagami-honmachi (Loc. 18) GKZ70133 
Fig. 7. Cypraeolina cota間ago(YOKOYAMA) X 2.5 Tagami-honmachi (Loc. 18) GKZ 700ヲO
Fig. 8固 Cavolinaunci河aia(d'ORBIGNY) X 5/4 Tagilmi-honmachi (Loc. 18) GKZ 70140 
Fig. 9. Acar plicata (DILLWYN) X 5/4 Shimo-araya (LoCo 29) GKZ 70156 
Fig. 10. Acar sp. X 5/4 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70158 
Fig. 11. Acar sp. X 5/4 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70157 
Fig. 12. Pseudogrammatodon dalli (SMISI王) X 5/4 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70159 
Fig. 13. Li問。ρsis(Pectu招culi叩)cre問ataAADAMS X 1.4 dkuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70165 
Fig. 14. Li押101うsisobliqua A. ADAMS X 1.4 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70166 
Fig. 15. Asρali問。 (Niβ戸判。li問。ρsis)decussala (A ADAMS) X 2百5Shimo-aray呂 (Loc. 29) GKZ 
70167 
Fig. 16. Glycy押Mrisyessoensis (SOWE丑BY) X 5/6 Nag泌daniGKZ 70163 
Fig. 17. Gl戸cpn包eris悶ipβ0目iczts(YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 dkuwa GKZ 70164 
Fig. 18. Modiolus difficilis KURODA et HABE X 5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70172 
Fig旬 19. Modiolus (Modiol閥的 sirahe押sis(JOUSSEAUME) var. >く 5/4Kaminaka GKZ 70173 
Fig. 20. Chlamys cosibensis (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70177 
Fig. 21. Chla附!ys持ipβ0珂6四sisKURODA X 1.1 dkuwa GKZ 70174 
Fig. 22. Chla附ysnippo時ensisKURODA X 1.1 dkuwa GKZ 70175 
Fig. 23. Chlamys swiftii (BERNARDI) X 1.1 Yamashina GKZ 70176 
Fig. 24. Pilluc問。 sp. X 2.5 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70213 
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舗静
P LA T E VII 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII 
Fig. 1. Dental即時 (Dentale)wei珂kauffiDUNKER X 1 Nagae-gohyakkok凶 ani(Loc. 9) GKZ 
70141 
Fig. 2. Antalis rhalJdotum (PILSBRY) X 1 Naga岳daniGKZ 70142 
Fig. 3. Entalinoρsis nivosum (KURODA et KIKUCHI) X 10/3 dkuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70143 
Fig. 4. Entali問。ρsisnivosum (KURODA et KIKUCHI) X 10/3 Higashi-naga岳(Loc.6)GKZ 
70144 
Fig. 5. Ennucula tenuis (MONTAGU) X 2.5 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) GKZ 70145 
Fig. 6. Ennucula niρonica (SMITH) var. X 5/4 Nagaedani GKZ 70146 
Fig. 7. Acila (T:仰向cacila)ins忽nis(GOULD) X 1.1 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70147 
Fig. 8. Acila divaricata (HINDS) x5/6 dkuwa GKZ 7014 
Fig. 9. Nuculana robai (KURODA) X 5/4 dkuwa GKZ 70149 
Fig. 10. Nuculana (Thesかleda)yokoyamai KURODA X 5/4 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70150 
Fig. 11. Yoldia (Cnesterium)仰 tabilisYOKOYAMA X 5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70153 
Fig. 12. Yoldia (Cnωterium) excavata DALL X 5/6 Maki (Loc. 14) GKZ 70154 
Fig. 13. Saccella sematensis (SUZUKI et ISIZUKA) X 5/4 dkuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70151 
Fig. 14. Saccella gordonis (YOKOYAMA) X 5/4 dkt阿 a(Loc. 31) GKZ 70152 
Fig. 15. Arca miyatensis OYAMA X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70155 
Fig. 16. Anadara amicula (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 dkuwa GKZ 70160 
Fig.17. A河adaraamicula (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Fukuro-itaya GKZ 70161 
Fig. 18. Crenella sp. No. 1 X 5/6 Loc. ? GKZ 70170 
Fig 19. Anadara (Scatharca) satowi.ommaensis OTUKA X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70162 
KASENO and MATSUURA Pliocen巴 Shells PLATE W 
事輔齢
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P L A T E VIII 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE vm 
Fig. L Pecfen (Notovola) albica附 (SCHROTER))く 5/6Tagami-honmachi (Loc. 18) GKZ 70178 
Fig. 2島 Pecien(Notovola) albica珂S (SCHR凸TER)X 5/6 Tagami-honmachi (Loc. 18) GKZ 70179 
Fig. 3. Pecten (Notovola) albica附 (SCHR凸TER) X 5/4 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70180 
Fig. 4. Peten (Notovola) albicans (SCHR凸TER))( 1.4 Ka田 gawa(Loc. 25) GKZ 70181 
Fig. 5. Pecten (Notωola)βunciiculatus DUNKER var. x 5/6 Okuwa GKZ 70182 
Fig. 6. Pati持。ρecte持 kurosawensis(YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70188 
Fig. 7. Anomia cytaez抑制 GRAY)( 1 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70193 
Fig個 8. Astarte (Tridonia) borealis (SCHUMACI王ER)x 1.1 Loc. ? GKZ 70198 
Fig. 9. Astarte (Tγidonla) borealis (SCHUMACHER) ? X 1.1 Yuhidera (Loc. 12) GKZ 70199 
Fig. 10. Astarte (Trido四ta)bennetti DALL X 2.5 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70200 
KASENO and MATSUURA Pliocene Shells PLATE VI 
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P L A T E IX
. 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE IX 
Fig. 1. Pat問。ρecte判 tokyoensishokurikuensis AKIYAMA X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70185 
Fig. 2. Pati持0戸ectentokyoensis hokurikuensis AKIYAMA X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70186 
Fig. 3. Pati向。μcte持如何sawe刊sis(YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Naga←gohyakkokudani (Loc.ヲ〕
GKZ 70187 
Fig. 4. Lima!ula kurodai OYAMA X 10/3 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70189 
KASENO and MATSUURA Pliocene Shells PLATE IX 
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PLATE X 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE X 
Fig， L Paiinoρecten yessoensis (JAY) X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70183 
Fig園 2. M onia umbo叩 ta(GOULD) x5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70194 
Fig園 3. Monia umbonaia (GOULD) X 1 Higashi-nagae (Loc. 6) GKZ 70195 
KASENO and MATSUURA Pliocene Shells PLATE X 
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P L A T E XI
EXPLANATION OF PLA TE XI 
Fig. 1. Patinoβecten yessoenszs (JAY) X 5/6 Naga岳daniG KZ 70183 
Fig. 2. Venericardia (Megacardia) ki問 sisciPangoana YOKOYAMA X 1 Kakuma (Loc. 16) 
GKZ 70201 
Fig. 3. Ve同ericardia(Cyclocardia) ferrugi同eaCLESSIN X 1 Naga岳daniGKZ 70202 
Fig. 4. Venericardia (Cyclocardia) fer問 :gineaCLESSIN X 1 Naga岳daniGKZ 70203 
Fig. 5. Lima sowerbyi niρonica OYAMA X 5/6 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70190 
Fig. 6. Ve日ericardia(Miodonliscus)ρrolongala naka附urai(YOKOYAMA) X 5/3 Higashi-naga岳
(Loc. 6) G KZ 70204 
Fig. 7. Mantellum hakodate四se(TOKUNAGA) X 5/6 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70192 
Fig. 8. Joannisiella cumingi (HANLEY) X 5/6 Okuwa (Loc. 32) GKZ 70205 
Fig. 9. Felaniella usta (GOULD) X 5/6 Naga岳-gohyakkoku白日i(Loc. 9) GKZ 70206 
KASENO and MATSUURA Pliocene Shells PLATE XI 
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P L A T E XII
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII 
Fig. 1. Patinopecten yessoensis (JAY) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70184 
Fig. 2. Ostrea (Crassost何 a)gigas THUNBERG X 5/6 Kanegawa (Loc 25) GKZ 70196 
Fig. 3. Notostrea musashia仰 (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Kal<叩国 (Loc.16) GKZ 70197 
KASENO and MATSUURA Pliocene Shells PLATE XII 
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P L A T E XIII 
EXPLAN ATION OF PLATE XlI 
Fig. 1. Patinoμcte持 yessoe目sis(JA Y) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ '70184 
Fig. 2園 Thyasiratokunagai KURODA et HABE X 5/3 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70208 
Fig. 3. Pilluci削 (Wallucina)lamyi (CHAVAN) X 5/3 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70214 
Fig. 4. Axi蹄opsidasubquadrata (A. ADAMS) X 2.5 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70209 
Fig. 5. Luci問。附品仰持ulala(REEVE) X 1 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70210 
Fig. 6. Alucinoma crassiusαua (YOKOYAMA) X 1.1 dkuw旦 (Loc.31) GKZ 70211 
Fig. 7. Aluci却omasp. ? X 5/3 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70212 
Fig. 8. Belluci路acivica (YOKOYAMA) X 2.5 dkuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70215 
Fig. 9. Ne例 ocardilt附 (lCeenaea)samara問gae(MAKIYAMA) X 7/6 De叫凸ji(Loc. 12) GKZ 70216 
Fig. 10. Clinocardiu例 shi問iiense(YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Nagaをgohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) 
GKZ 70217 
Fig. 11. Cli陪ocardiu問 faslosum(YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Maki (Loc. 13) GKZ 70218 
Fig.12. Fulvia sp. X 2.1 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70219 
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P L A T E XIV 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIV 
Fig. 1. Pitar (Costelliρitar) chordata (R凸MER) ? X 1.5 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) 
GKZ 70220 
Fig. 2. Callista chinensis (HOLTEN) var. x 5/6 Okuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70221 
Fig. 3. Mercenaria stimρsoni (GOULD) X 5/6 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70225 
Fig. 4. Mercenaria stimρsoni (GOULD) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70226 
Fig. 5. Mercenaria yokoyamai (MAKIYAMA) x5/6 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70227 
Fig. 6. Merce持ariayokoyamai (MAKIYAMA) x5/6 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70228 
Fig. 7. Mercenaria yokoyamai (MAKIYAMA) x5/6 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70229 
Fig. 8. Vere隅olpasp. x 5/4 Naga邑-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70230 
Fig. 9. Vere?四olpasp. x 5/4 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70231 
Fig. 10. Liocyma aniwa日aDALL x 5/6 0kuwa (Loc. 32) GKZ 70239 
Fig. 11. Liocy例沼sp.x 5/4 Maki (Loc. 14) GKZ 70240 
Fig. 12. Gemma sp. ? X 2.5 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70241 
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PLA TE XV 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XV 
Fig. 1. Dosinia (Dosinella) angulosa (PHILIPPI) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70223 
Fig. 2. Dosinia (Phacosoma) japonica (REEVE) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70224 
Fig. 3. Callithaca (Protocallithaca) adamsi (REEVE) X 5/6 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) 
GKZ 70232 
Fig. 4. Callithaca (Protocallit加ca)adamsi (REEVE) X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70233 
Fig. 5. Callithaca (Protocallit加ca)adamsi (REEVE) var. X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70234 
Fig. 6. Paρhia amabilis (PHILIPPI) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70242 
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P L A T E XVI 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI 
Fig. 1. Pseudamiantis tauyensis (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 
70235 
Fig. 2. Pseudamiantis tauyensis (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70お6
Fig. 3. Pseudamiantis tauyensis (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Naga岳daniGKZ 70237 
Fig. 4. Pseudm町niantissp. (n. sp.?) X 5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70238 
Fig. 5. Cle蜘 entiavatheletfi MABILLE X 5/6 Loc. ? GKZ 70243 
Fig. 6. Clementia vatheletfi MABILLE X 5/6 Loc. ? GKZ 70244 
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P L A T E XVII 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII 
Fig. 1. Sρisula sp. x 5/6 Okuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70246 
Fig. 2. Mactra sp. x 5/6 Okuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70247 
Fig. 3. Sかsula(Mactromeris) voyi (GABB) x 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70245 
Fig. 4. Macoma calcarea (GMELIN) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70248 
Fig. 5. Macoma calcarea (GMELIN) X 5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70249 
Fig. 6. Macoma例iddendorffiDALL X 5/6 Naga岳-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70252 
Fig. 7. Macoma calcarea (GMELIN) X 5/6 Yamashina (Loc. 34) GKZ 70251 
Fig. 8. Macoma sp. No. 2 X 1.5 Okuwa (Loc. 31) GKZ 70259 
Fig. 9. Macoma calcarea (GMELIN) X 1.1 Yamashina (Loc. 34) GKZ 70250 
Fig. 10. Macoma (Rexit加erus)sectior QYAMA X 5/6 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) GKZ 
70256 
Fig. 11. Mac，仰似 (Rexit加erus)sectior QYAMA X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70257 
Fig. 12. Maco仰 nittonica(TOKUNAGA) X 1.1 dkuwa (Loc.31) GKZ 70254 
Fig. 13. Maco糊 sp.No. 1 X 5/6 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70258 
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Fig. 1. H eteromaco附 aya招laiensis(CROSSE et DEBEAUX) X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70260 
Fig. 2. Macoma a抑serOYAMA X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70255 
Fig. 3. Fabulina nitidula (DUNKER) X L 1 0kuwa GKZ 70261 
Fig. 4固 Li聞は soweグbyiniρpo向icaOYAMA X 5/6 Shimo-aray丘 (Loc.29) GKZ 70191 
Fig. 5. lVlacomaρraetexla (v. MARTENS) X 5/6 Tagami-honmachi (Loc. 18) GKZ 70253 
Fig. 6. Perm耐 ialt山a(WOOD) X 5/6 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) GKZ 70262 
Fig. 7. Siliqua戸ulchella(DUNKER) X 5/6 N呂gae-gohyakkokudani(Loc. 9) GKZ 70263 
Fig. 8. Siliquαalta (BRODERIP et SOWERBY) X 1 Loc. ? GKZ 70264 
Fig. 9. SO/2向島ruse開slerniiSCHRENCK X 5/6 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc.ヲ)GKZ 70265 
Fig. 10. H ialella orie持lalis(YOKOYAMA) X 2固1Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70266 
Fig. 11. Panoμjaβonica A.ADAMS X 5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70267 
Fig. 12. Pa日opejaρo陪icaA ADAMS X 5/6 T呂chi(Loc. 20) GKZ 70268 
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P L A T E XIX 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIX 
Fig. 1. Cryρtomya bussoe路sisYOKOYAMA X 1.1 Maki (Loc. 14) GKZ 70270 
Fig. 2固 Mya(Arenomya) japo時icaJA Y X 5/6 Kakuma (Loc巴 16)GKZ 70271 
Fig. 3. Mya (Arenomya) jaρonica JA Y X 5/6 Nagaedani GKZ 70272 
Fig. 4. Myaωneiformis (BOHM) X 5/6 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70273 
Fig. 5. Myadora jatonica HABE X 5/4 Fukuro-itaya (Loc. 28) GKZ 70277 
Fig. 6. Myadora japonica HABE X 5/4 Maki (Loc. 14) GKZ 70278 
Fig. 7. Myadora jalうonicaHABE X 5/4 Tachi (Loc. 20) GKZ 70279 
Fig. 8. Myado問 japonicaHABE X 5/4 Higashi-naga邑 (Loc.6) GKZ 70280 
Fig. 9. Pa悶doraβ'ulchellaYOKOYAMA X 5/6 Higashi-nagae GKZ 70274 
Fig. 10. Pandoraρulchella YOKOYAMA X 5/6 Higashi-naga岳 GKZ70275 
Fig.11. Pa時dora(Kennerlia) tseudobilirala NOMURAet HATAI X 5/6 Kakuma (Loc. 16) 
GKZ 70276 
Fig. 12個 Thraciakakumana (YOKOYAMA) X 5/6 Maki (Loc. 14) GKZ 70281 
Fig. 13. Custidaria sp. (n. sp. ?) X 2.5 Kanegawa (Loc. 25) GKZ 70282 
Fig. 14. Saxido附 uω4必S企urゆρurαt似u附s(σSOWERBY) X 5/6 Shimo ♂ 
Fig. 15. Joa棚 isielacumingi (HANLEY) X 5/6 Yamashina (Loc. 34) GKZ 70206 
Fig. 16. Cardiomya gouldiana S6ρtent多'ionalis (KURODA) X 5/4 Tagami-honmachi (Loc. 18) 
GKZ 70283 
Fig. 17. Solamen diaj訪問~a (DALL) X 5/6 Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) GKZ 70169 
Fig. 18. Cre四elasp. No. 2 (n. sp.?) X 2.5 Kakuma (Loc. 16) GKZ 70171 
Fig. 1ヲ.Sola例endiaρha附 (DALL) X 5/6 dkuwa GKZ 70168 
Fig. 20. Anisocorbula問。desta(GOULD) X 5/6 Shimo-araya (Loc. 29) GKZ 70269 
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PLA TE XX 
EXPLANATION OF PLATE XX 
Fig. 1. White tuff layer inserted in the lower part of the Omma sandstone formation. 
A road-cutting at Yiihidera. 
Fig. 2~6. Example of the exposure of shell beds in the Pliocene Omma sandstone formation 
around Kanazawa city. 
Fig. 2. Gosho (Loc. 4) 
Fig. 3 and 4. Nagae-gohyakkokudani (Loc. 9) 
Fig. 5. Tagami-honmachi (Loc. 18). Crowded shells of Turritella saishuensis YOKOYAMA. 
Fig. 6. Kanegawa (Loc. 25). Mostly c10sed valves of Glycy例erisyessoensis (SOWERBY). 
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